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About This Game

What was once a happy, peaceful, productive city, has fallen into the hands of a secret criminal syndicate.
Looting, random violence and destruction are rampant. Nobody is safe. Despite repeated refusals by their superiors, three young
police officers were determined to tackle the problem head on. Eventually they created a special attack unit the only way they
could – they quit the force. Take control of one of the three ex-officers and make the city a place where people no longer have

to walk the Streets of Rage™!
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Title: Streets of Rage
Genre: Action
Developer:
SEGA
Publisher:
SEGA
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or higher

Graphics: 32MB or greater graphics card

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0 or greater

Hard Drive: 50MB free disc space
System specs for classic launcher.
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just awful. I have tried and tried and tried with keyboard and with a controller to play this stupid game, and I can't even figure
out which button makes you go. It has no options, no instructions, no keyboard binds, no clues, no hints. It's godawful. I got it in
a bundle for steam cards and it was a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥just to get those cards because I can't even play the game. the only
time I get my car to move off the start line is when I'm lapped by the other cars and they hit me from behind. Unadulterated
garbage♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥onto the users.. Well made simple FPS game. Single player involves taking control points in wide open
maps. Kind of like Battlefield conquest just in single player. Story is as generic as it gets. Something about a war against
communists over fuel. It was fun and short, about 4.5 hrs. Multiplayer doesn't work anymore so all you are getting is the single
player.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game bad balance. Unique concept, ok customisation feels good to win if you have
skill but the balance was never there and this most recent patch has some how \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed it even more it's no
longer fun unless you're playing the most BS character.. Hasn't been updated since Feb 2015, DO NOT BUY.. A cute, 11
minute, movie that you can tell alot of loving work went into. For the price I would absolutly pick it up.. I just saw this game on
Steam for $10 and thought "hey, I love VR archery, and these are the same guys that made the Selfie Tennis game that everyone
loved!" So, I picked it up and played all of the different modes.

You've got a few different archery games to choose from. Archery cooking, archery ice cream stand, archery newspaper
delivery, rooftop target archery, and factory worker archery (I think that's all of them). Considering that this game is in early
access and that it's only $10, that's not a bad selection! I personally like newspaper delivery archery, which even contains
minigames within itself.

The bow mechanics feel very good. It has "true" 2-handed archery (you aim with both hands, not just the front hand), and the
rumble makes pulling the string very satisfying. There are leaderboards for each mode, so you can shoot for the high score of
your favorite mode(s)!

Being a huge fan of VR archery, I'd say that this game was worth it for me. With more content supposedly on the way for a
game that isn't even very expensive, there isn't much to complain about!. Expands the game in a good way but price is too high
if not on sale
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I really wanted to like this game. I finished it at launch and felt really disappointed. I've been sitting on this for the past week,
wondering if I should write a negative review for a game that seems to have been dead on arrival anyways.
But I actually haven't seen anyone bring up my particular gripes, so here goes.

The world next door feels unfinished, too simple in its puzzles and shallow for a "visual novel".

You have to go into the menus to even see the keyboard controls for this game, and it uses the arrow keys. It also does not
register you picking up a block or casting a spell unless you're 100% on top of that block - this is obviously an issue because of
the enemies forcing you to move around constantly. It's definitely more pronounced when playing on keyboard; using WASD
might alleviate it but you can't edit your own controls. Once I gave up on the arrow keys and dug up an xbox controller, this
became possibly the easiest game I've ever played. Yikes.

VNs can often afford to let their writing and dialogue carry them, with minimal art and programming required. This game
seems to lack in all aspects - even though the usual visual novel standard should be easy to hit even for an indie studio, since
most of the burden falls on the writing. But this game doesn't have good writing, and it has laughable voice acting - the other
thing that VNs often lean on. (The only "fully voiced" lines are an easter egg, for one of the most obnoxious youtubers I can
think of. )

The main story is serviceable but also extremely predictable, expect to see characters feign ignorance about obvious things hours
after you've understood them.
What is missing is more agregious than what's there, as several points of intrigue never really get resolved. The segments of
walking around the town and talking to everyone were the most enjoyable and I almost wish it had a post-game, something like
that could have helped resolve plot threads too.

It feels like they wrote a much bigger world and only put about 70% of it in the game, but also constantly talk about how cool
and mysterious the other 30% is!! To the point where I thought there would be more to the story but then it just ended... with an
underwhelming "epilogue" hidden in the credits, so well in fact that I completely missed it the first time.
I brought this up with the devs and their response was "that's how we get you to read our names".
Well, I've read your names and I'm probably not going to buy a game from any of you again. I make it a point to watch out for
new indie gems, but this game is just sloppy - and I think the complete lack of buzz around it is proof of that. Maybe putting in
the other 30% of the story would have helped?

TL;DR: the writer of this never heard of "show, don't tell" and the puzzles are nothing to write home about
. Having the jump attack and the dash be the exact same button combination is a terrible design choice. Also some bosses have
zero hints to their movement so prepare to get cheap shotted. This felt like it could have been good but its these flaws and the
warning from people here about a really♥♥♥♥♥auto-scroller car section that just made me to decide to cut out while I still
could.. With a car that turns like a boat and crashes like a movie prop, this is the premiere police chase simulator.. What the
actual ♥♥♥♥ is this?. Extremely good, for the price. Reminds me a bit of Toejam and Earl, with some
Diablo/Skylanders/Torchlight thrown in. The retro-style music is incredible, and having the original VAs was an outstanding
idea as it definitely feels like Adventure Time. Make sure when you're attacking to slowly press the key in time with the attacks,
rather than mashing; it gives you a brief moment to realign your attack if the enemy's hitbox is out of your range.. I strongly
recommend grabbing the X-Wing Alliance upgrade project to significantly upgrade the models and textures of the game. It's
impressive that the underlying engine can take this kind of modification. I sure hope the original developers and artists are
proud of the comunity's work.
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